I n va c a r e ®

Homefill®
Ox y g e n syst e m

The Invacare® HomeFill® Oxygen System has revolutionized ambulatory oxygen by allowing patients to fill their own
cylinders from their Invacare 5-liter and 10-liter concentrators. With the Invacare HomeFill Oxygen System, providers reduce
costs by virtually eliminating cylinder deliveries, while patients enjoy their freedom and independence with an unlimited
supply of ambulatory oxygen. The HomeFill Oxygen System allows the patient to breathe at home from a continuous flow
concentrator and then use a convenient ambulatory pack when they are “out and about.”

Features

Provider Benefits

Patient Benefits

Provides an unlimited refillable
ambulatory oxygen supply

Significantly reduces operating costs by
virtually eliminating cylinder deliveries,
without sacrificing patient care

Eliminating oxygen deliveries increases
independence, convenience and
comfort

No extra equipment needed because
patients can breathe off concentrator
while filling cylinders

Small lightweight cylinders allow
greater mobility than larger, traditional
oxygen cylinders

Encourages compliance with oxygen
therapy as patients have no worries
about running out of oxygen

Using small, refillable cylinders indoors
can help avoid trips or falls associated
with using a concentrator and long
oxygen tubing

Patient breathes from a continuous
flow oxygen concentrator at night
Patient protection ensures oxygen
purity in cylinder is always greater
than 90%
Easy cylinder connections with the
Invacare® OxyLock™ Coupler

System is compatible with 5 liter or 10
liter concentrators and a wide variety of
cylinder options
HCPCS Code: K0738
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Invacare Corporation
www.invacare.com
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USA
One Invacare Way
Elyria, Ohio
44035- 4190
(800) 333- 6900
Canada
570 Matheson Blvd. E.,
Unit 8
Mississauga, Ontario
L4Z 4G4 Canada
(800) 668-5324

1. The M2 cylinder is comparable, in size, to a water bottle
2. Ready Rack available
3. Compatible with Invacare ® concentrators
4. Invacare ® OxyLock™ Coupler
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Inlet Pressure
Rating

15" H
33 lb.
14-21 PSI
20.25" W 			
16" D

Power
Consumption

		
140 W
			

O2 O2
Oxygen
Output

Oxygen
Input

Electrical
Requirements

0-3 LPM (5 liters) 0-2 LPM
0-5 LPM (10 liter)		

120 VAC ± 10%
@ 60 Hz

Rated
Current Input
2A

Limited
Warranty
3 Years/
5,000 hrs.

All references to HCPCS codes: Providers are responsible for determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting claims to the Medicare program, and should
consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further detail.
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